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abstract 

Over the last years, development in digital signal processors and general-purpose 
processors has seen great progress. The latest produels are so powertul that they 
possibly can be used to replace dedicated hardware as programmabie logic 
devices. This is particularly useful in the development of consumer electronics, 
where the greater flexibility and easier reprogrammability of the high-level 
language programmabie processors can make a difference. A Stream Manager 
used in a prototype of a disc player for a new audio CD format and that is 
traditionally implemenled in programmabie logic devices is used as an example to 
experiment with the mapping of its functionality to the VLIW multimedia processor 
TriMedia TM1 000. 
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summary 

The market of audio and video consumer electranies is a fast moving one. Product's 
life cycles are rapidly getting shorter, and the newly available powertul digital 
integrated circuits are making possible a much braader and more varied spectrum of 
devices than ever before. In the development processof a new product, it is 
important to have as soon as possible a werking prototype. Now, most of the digital 
prototyping is done in programmabie hardware like FPGA's and EPLD's. 

Th is way of werking has the advantage that it provides the high speed needed for the 
latest products, but disadvantages are the need to layout a complete Printed Circuit 
Board (PCB) forabout every new application, and the somewhat cumbarsome way of 
having to reprogram the entire chip if one small modification to the design is 
necessary. Especially in the world of ever changing standards, this can be a problem. 
lt is therefore useful to look at the possibilities of prototyping on high-level language 
programmabie general-purpose processors. 

For the experiment, we make use of an existing design for a Stream Manager used in 
a disc player for Super Audio CD, a new audio CD format. The Stream Manager is 
responsible for the control of the data flow from the audio disc to the player's back 
end. We map the different modules it consistsof to the VLIW multimedia processor 
TriMedia TM1 000. lt shows that this is not possible without some hardware 
modifications, because of TM1000's lack of general-purpose 1/0. We design an 
interface between TM1 000 and the player's back end, which is implemented in an 
EPLD. 

The Stream Manager application running on TM1 000 is made up of saveral tasks 
running under the reai-time eperating system pSOS+. Techniques as event handling 
and data queues must be used to synchronise the separate modules. Finally the 
result is tested, and the development advantages and disadvantages of using 
programmabie hardware or general-purpose processors are compared. 
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Acronyms and abbreviations 

The following acronyms and abbreviations are used throughout this document. lf 
needed they are explained further when they are first encountered. 

generally used 

API 
c 
CD-DA 
DRAM 
DSD 
DSP 
DST 
DVD 
EPLD 
FPGA 
ISR 
LLC 
MCA 
SACD 
SI MD 
SSM 
TOC 
VHDL 
VHS IC 

Application Program Interface 
Programming language, successar to B 
Compact Disc - Digital Audio 
Dynamic Random Access Memory 
Direct Stream Digital 
Digital Signal Processor 
Direct Stream Transfer 
Digital Video Disc 
Enhanced Programmabie Logic Device 
Field of Programmabie Gate Arrays 
Interrupt Service Routine 
Lossless Coding 
Multi Channel Audio 
Super Audio Compact Disc 
Single Instructien Multiple Data 
SACD Stream Manager 
Table Of Contents 
VHSIC Hardware Description Language 
Very High Speed lntegrated Circuits 

used in conneetion with the SSM 

AUI 
Hl 
SP 
VBR 
VI 
vo 

Naming conventions 

Functions, signals 
Events 
Program narnes 

Audio Unpacker Interface 
Host Interface 
Sector Processor 
Variabie Bit Rate 
Video In 
Video Out 

/talie 
ALL_ CAPS 
bold 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The market of audio and video consumer electranies is a tast moving one. Product's 
life cycles are rapidly getting shorter, and the newly available powertul digital 
integrated circuits are making possible a much broader and more varied spectrum of 
devices than ever before. Think of the introduetion of the CD-audio player in the 
beginning of the eighties, that revolutionised the way the whole world could play back 
pre-recorded high quality stereo audio, and which since has spawned a true wealth 
of successors like CD-ROM, CD-I, photo-CD, and more recently CD-R(W). Another, 
if less successful story, is that of the recently deceased DCC project, that included 
some sophisticated technology. 

What all these products have in common is that they originated from the research 
facilities of the major manufacturers of consumer electronics: Philips, Sony and 
Matsushita. After the invention of some new promising technology, it is not only a 
matter of bringing out a product first, but to reach an agreement on a worldwide 
standard. This is part of the reason why CD became so successful so quickly. In the 
development process of a new product it is important to have as soon as possible a 
working prototype, to get a feel for the new technology and to be able to convince the 
press and the major public on electranies fairs of the possibilities and quality of a new 
product. 

These prototypes are usually composed of several separate boards, on which the 
different signal processing modules are implemented. Later these are integrated into 
the final product. lt is in this stage of developing the first working product that talks 
are going on about the standardisation process. The different players in the market 
all want to pushtheir own technology of course, and the result oftenis that the new 
standard is a campromise of the different proposals. 

The part of a product that is implemented digitally is increasing all the time. Now, 
most of the digital prototyping is done in programmabie hardware like FPGA's and 
EPLD's. These are integrated circuits, and consist of a complex structure of log ie 
gates, connected through a maze of wiring. They have several 1/0-pins to 
communicate with the outside world, and by programming the gates in a certain way 
a fully custom chip design is possible. Th is way of working has the advantage that it 
provides the high speed needed for the latest products, but disadvantages are the 
need to layout a complete Printed Circuit Board (PCB) forabout every new 
application, and the somewhat cumbersome way of having to reprogram the entire 
chip if one small modification to the design is necessary. Especially in the world of 
ever changing standards, this can be a problem. 

Until recently, there has notbeen an alternative for the programmabie hardware. 
General-purpose CPU's as lntel's Pentium and Pentium-11 and Motorola's 68K 
processors are of course very flexible in the sense that they can be freely 
programmed in al most whatever programming language the designer wishes to, but 
they are not sophisticated enough-or rather too sophisticated-to deliver the 
performance needed for the signal processing in cutting edge applications. Then 
there is of course the category of signal processors, specifically designed to do such 
number crunching jobs. They are better equipped for the task at hand, but still offer 
less crude speed than the latest programmabie hardware devices, and moreover, 
lose a significant part of the advantage of easy programmability, as they can be 
programmed in a high-level language like C, but for the most demanding parts of the 

11 
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algorithms-the ones that are executed the most-the pregrammer has to resort to 
assembly language to get the desired performance. 

When we look at the latest developments in ~he field of digital signal processing, we 
see a global convergence of the previously mentioned technologies. General
purpose processors started things with changing from a CISC-architecture (Complex 
Instructien Set Computing), where a processor has an abundance of machine 
instructions, which can do all many different things in as many clock cycles, to a 
RISC-architecture (Reduced Instructien Set Computing), with a leaner instructien set, 
optimised to perferm sim pier tasks much more efficiently. This brought it closer to the 
architecture of a DSP, and this was even more so the case with the introduetion of 
pipelining, which means that new instructions are fetched from memory while a 
current instructien is still executing. At the same time, much work has been done to 
diminish the need of having to program time-critica! loops on the DSP in assembly, 
and good progress has been made. With modern compilers, about 90 percent of the 
code can be programmed in high-level language, so programming a DSP is 
becoming much more like programming a general-purpose CPU. 

A similar process has been going on for the differences between DSP's and 
programmabie hardware. Programming environments forthelatest versionsof the 
latter often include libraries of functions that are derived directly from a DSP, soa 
developer can simply include that part of the DSP that he needs in his design, 
accomplishing a saving in gates for the functions he does not need. As a last 
example of a merging of different technologies, several OS P's nowadays include 
complete CPU-cores, which makes them suited for a braader range of application. 
A related matter is that of deciding what to do in hardware and what in software. As 
processors are getting more powertul all the time, more can be done in software. 
Most of the times this is a more flexible approach than a hardware implementation, 
and flexibility is just what we need in prototyping. 

For these reasons, the Philips ASA-Iab in Eindhoven (Advanced Systems and 
Applications), where the development of many new consumer electranies product 
takes place, was interested in the possibilities of applying new DSP's in their 
prototypes, that until now have been largely relying on a mix of programmabie 
hardware controlled by a general-purpose CPU. Not much experience with this was 
available, and to get a picture of the specific advantages and disadvantages of either 
possible and what not, we decided to try and map the stream manager for the new 
Super Audio CD player on a DSP-Iike processor as the Philips TriMedia TM1 000 
multimedia processor. 

Th is report will describe the process of analysing the functionality of the SACD 
stream manager in chapter 2, hardware adjustments and additions needed to support 
the TM1 000 in chapter 3, development of the software in chapter 4, the testing of the 
final result in chapter 5, and finally conclusions and recommendations in chapter 6. 

12 
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2 ANALYSIS OF THE SSM 

2.1 Super Audio CD Format 

Despite the huge success of the audio CD and its definite sound quality, some 
people have always kept their reservations. They are known as "audiophiles", and 
they can now look out for its successor. lt is dubbed Super Audio CD (SACD), and it 
boasts some real improvements over plain CD audio. lts general audio 
characteristics are: 

• 1-bit Delta-Sigma AID conversion 
• 44.1 kHz sampling frequency with 64 or 48 times oversampling 
• frequency range to 1 00 kHz 
• dynamic range of 120 dB (up to 20 kHz) 
• up to six audio channels played simultaneously 

The physical medium is an adapted DVD-disc, which has a capacity of about 5 GB of 
data. Besides the standard 2-channel stereo, it can also contain 5/6-multichannel 
audio (MCA). lt supports hybrid discs that have one layer of plain stereo according to 
the "Red Book" CO-DA standard, and which is compatible with all existing CD
players, and another high-density layer for the new stereo and multichannel audio. 
Because of the presence of a second layer, this high-density layer will only hold 
about 4.7 GB. Fora multiplexed audio stream of stereo and MCA, this is not enough 
to hold 74 minutes, the maximum playing time of a standard CD. To solve this 
problem, the data are compressed before they arestoredon the disc. As this may 
not campromise the audio quality, a lossless coding scheme was invented. This is 
only used when MCA is on the disc, but stereo can also be compressed. The 
uncompressed data stream is called DSD, for Direct Stream Digital, and the 
compressed data stream is called DST, for Direct Stream Transfer. DST is just a 
shell around DSD, a way to store and transport it with less bytes needed. 

On the SACD disc there is an area called the track area, which contains the music 
tracks. The information in a track area is stored in a byte stream, containing beth 
audio data and supplementary data, as song titles, lyrics and still pictures. The byte 
stream is divided into an integer number of audio sectors, with a fixed size of 2048 
bytes. The audio sectors must contain a header, foliowed by one to seven packets. 
Stuffing in the form of padding packets is used if the header and packets do not add 
up to exactly 2048 bytes. The three types of packets are: 

• Audio Packet : DSD (plain) or DST (lossless coded) 
• Supplementary Packet 
• Padding Packet 

The physical structure of the byte stream stores the logical data structure. The audio 
data are divided into audio frames or units with a lengthof 1/75 second. There are 
also supplementary frames and padding frames. These frames are split up in 
packets, which are multiplexed to make up the audio sectors in the byte stream. 
Each multiplexed frame contains at least one audio packet and zero or more 
supplementary and padding packets, and has a unique time code expressed in 
minutes (0-255), seconds (0-59) and frames (0-74). 

13 
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2.2 Super Audio CD Evaluation Player 

SACD 
disc 

Basic 
engine 

DRAM 

Audio 
unpacker 

DIA
converter 

Figure 2-1 Position of SSM in the SAGO system. 

Analogue 
audio 

The ASA-Iab has built an evaluation player to demonstrata the correctnessof the 
SACD standard, learn the difficulties of the implementation and to show the high-end 
audio market what is possible with the new technique. Figure 2-1 shows an overview 
of the player. lts most important modules are: 

Basic engine 
SSM 
Audio unpacker 
Dl A-con verter 
DRAM 
Host 

Reads the datastream trom the disc, feeds it to the SSM 
Buffers and de multipiexes data, feeds it to the unpacker 
Decompresses the audio, feeds it to the D/A-converters 
Reconstructs analogue audio signa! from digital data 
Memory where data is stared and buffered 
Controls the other parts 

When we lookfora module that is best suited to be mapped onto the TM1 000 chip, 
we see that only the audio unpacker and SSM have to be considered. The unpacker 
has a rather heavy workload, and a custom IC implements it in the evaluation player. 
lt is very unlikely that one TM1 000 is capable of accomplishing its tasks. The SSM 
does not have too much of a workloa,d, and is implemented in EPLD's. lts tasks of 
shifting amounts of data in and out of memory and communicate with peripherals 
look promising for implementation on a modern DSP like TM1 000. In the next 
section, we will take a closer look at the SSM. Fora clearer understanding, from now 
on we will use the name hardware SSM for the original one and software SSM for the 
one mapped on TM1 000 if we need to address one specifically. 

14 
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2.3 Super Audio CD Stream Manager (SSM) 

The SSM is the interface between the basic engine, the audio unpacker and the host 
processor. lt controls the flow of data coming in from the basic engine and, after 
demultiplexing of the different data type, sends units of audio information to the 
unpacker. 

Basic 
Engine 

DRAM 

r-·--·····--···-···-········--··--.. ··-·-···-···-···-·-······-··-·-·····-·"-l""""""""""""""""""""-·······-·--·····--·····-···--·····-····-············--···--·1 

! SSM DRAM i 
! Interface i 

(S) i 

i 
i 

Memory 
Manager 

(S) 

Dernultip lex er 

(MIS) 

! Sector 
~ Processor 

I (MIS) I 

Bus Control 
Unit 
(S) 

Audio Unpacker 
interface 

(MIS) 

i 
i 
I 

I .-~In~~~~~~~e--~ 

! i 
L ......... ·-·····-····--···········-······-····-······-...................................... .1 ...... -··-·-·-·-···--···--···- ····-·····-······-···········-····-····-····-..l 

Host 
Processor 

Figure 2-2 Architectural diagram of the hardware SSM. 

The Host Interface 

Audio 
Unpacker 

The SSM is controlled by a 16-bits Motorola 68K processor. The tunetion of the host 
interface is to provide the host with access to the different modules in the SSM and 
the DRAM through memory mapping. We will see later that TM1 000 works in much 
the same way. The host processor also handles all the interrupts generated in the 
SSM, and the host interface contains one interrupt register and one interrupt request 
signal for this purpose. 

The Basic Engine Interface 

Data transfer is according to the 1
28* specification, so this virtually is an 1

28 interface. 
The SSM expects its input data to be a sectored bitstream according to the DVD 
format, generated by the Philips SAA7335 high-speed CD decoder IC. 

• Inter IC Sound serial interface protocol, as defined by Philips. 

15 
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Byte 0-11 Byte 12-2059 Byte 2060-2063 

Header 2048 bytes ofUser Data EDC 

~----------------~~~----Sector---------------------------. 

ByteO Byte 1-3 Byte 4-5 Byte 6-11 

lnformation Sector Number lED CPR_MAI 

Figure 2-3 The DVD I SAGO raw data sector format. 

The DVD format uses 2064 bytes long sectors_ These contain a 12-byte header, 
2048 bytes of user data and 4 bytes of error detection code. 

The Sector Processor 

The sector processor is the input module of the SSM. lt interfaces directly to the 
basic engine, which delivers the raw sector data coming from the disc. As we can 
see in Figure 2-3, the raw data sector contains the sector number in its header and 
some error detection code in the last four bytes. The sector number is important to 
the sector processor for determining the correct position in the audio stream. When 
the host receives the cammand to play a particular track, it looks up in its memory the 
track's starting sector number and its length. These are read from the TOC (Table Of 
Contents) on the disc, which pointstoa tracklist containing these numbers for every 
track on the disc. The host then leads these numbers in the sector processor, and 
issues a cammand to start it. lt will start to copy the sectors into the VBR buffer when 
the first sector is captured, and stop after the last sector has been captured. The 
2048 bytes of user data contain the actual audio data, as well as some 
supplementary data. Only these 2048 bytes are stored in the VBR buffer for further 
processing by the demultiplexer, the rest are stripped by the sector processor. 

The Demultiplexer 

The taskof the demultiplexer in the SSM is to parse the incoming audio sectors from 
the byte stream. lt stores audio packets in the Audiounit 0/1 buffers, supplementary 
packets in the supplementary buffer, and sector headers containing audio unit starts 
in the host buffer. lt discards the stuffing packets. 
The sector headers contain information about the time code of the packets that are in 
that sector. Wh en the host receives the cammand to play a track, it reads in a secend 
tracklist in the TOC the track's starting time and playing time. lt sends the starting 
and ending time codes to the demultiplexer, and issues a cammand tostart it. The 
demultiplexer will construct all audio units which lie between the begin and end time, 
and put them in the audio unit buffers. 

The Memory Manager 

The memory manager controls all the buffers used in the SSM, which are stored in 
the DRAM memory. lt handles the wrapping of the pointers and determines the state 
(empty, full, partial) of the following buffers: 

16 
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Pin Name 

b data 
b welk 
b bclk 
b flag 
b sync 
b v4 

a resetn 
a US 

a reqn 
a data 
a elk 
a bs 
a act 
a mute 
a auint 
a err[2:0l 
a tmt 
a aum[1 :0] 
a fs[1 :0] 

VBR buffer 

Host buffer 

Table 2-1 SSM interface pins. 

Type Description 
Basic engine Interface 

IN I~S data 
IN I~S word c lock 
IN fs bit clock 
IN I~S tlag (EDC tlag) 
IN Sector sync I absolute time sync 
IN Versatile input pin (containing subcode), nat used 

Unpacker Interface 
OUT PowerOnReset tor unpacker 

IN Unit start (75 Hz) 
IN Unit request 

OUT Data 
OUT Bit clock 
OUT Byte start 
OUT Active 
OUT Mute 

IN Error interrupt trom unpacker 
IN Multiplex ErrorCodeNersioniNumber trom unpacker 

OUT Format (Philips I Sony) 
OUT Unpacker mode 
OUT Sampling frequency 

Stores the 2048 byte sectors of user data captured by the sector 
processor. Therefore is implemented as a segmented buffer with 
2048 byte segments. When the top is reached, the pointer wraps to 
the bottom. 

The demultiplexer writes the complete headers of sectors 
containing audio unit starts into the host buffer. 

Supplementary Stores the supplementary data. 
buffer 

Audio Unit 
buffers 

Stores a complete audio unit. 

Table 2-2 Overview of the buffers used in the SSM. 

Buffer Name Buffer Size (kB) Buffer Segmentation (bytes) 
VBR buffer 948 2048 
Host buffer 2 256 
Supplementary buffer 10 256 
Audio Unit 0 buffer 32 32768 
Audio Unit 1 buffer 32 32768 

The Audio Unpacker Interface 
The demultiplexer stores audio units in two Audio Unit buffers. At a 75Hz signal trom 
the unpacker, the unpacker interface will check if there is a complete audio unit 
available. lf so, the unit is transmitted, if not, a mute packet must be generated. The 
interface also provides a data interface and a host interface. 

17 
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2.4 Problem description 

The mapping of the SS M's functionality on TM1 000 can be divided into two separate 
problems: 

1. Design of the external interfaces 

To be a true replacement of the hardware SSM, the software SSM must exactly 
mimic its behaviour to the outside world. This requires some additional hardware, 
as the standard 1/0 possibilities of TM1 000 are too limited. Chapter 3 deals with 
this. 

2. Design of the internal modules 

Once the external interfaces are in place, we are free to chose how the different 
modules of the hardware SSM are implemented in software on TM1 000. Chapter 
4 describes this. 

Basic 
Engine 

i 
i 
i 
! 
! 
! 

I 
i 
~ 
I 
i 
i 

! 
i 

Sector 
Processor -

DRAM 

TMlOOO 

Host 

Audio Unpacker ! 
interface H 

I 
I 

! Interface i 

! i 
L.. ........... -........................................................................................... J. ....... -... -............ -..... -... -... ·-····-···-····-····--···--.............. ..J 

Host 
Processor 

Figure 2-4 Block diagram of TM1000 as SSM. 
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3 HARDWARE DEVELOPMENT 

3.1 TriMedia TM1000 

The TriMedia TM1 000 is a general-purpose microprocessor with some DSP 
elements like SI MD-type instructions. lt is designed for reai-time processing of audio, 
video, graphics and communications data streams. lt has a VLIW (Very Long 
Instructien Word) CPU, which means that several operations can be executed in 
parallel each clock cycle. TM1 000 can do 5 and has 27 functional units in which to 
process them. The optimisation is done at compile time, in contrast to for example a 
Pentium processor, where pipelining and branch predietien are carried out at run
time in the processor itself. The main advantage TM1000 claims to have over 
conventional DSP's is that it should never be necessary to resort to programming in 
assembly language. Sophisticated CIC++ compilers should be able to find enough 
parallelism in the souree code to keep these functional busy all the time. 

HulTman decoder 
Slice-aL-a-time 

MPEG-1 & 2 

Figure 3-1 TM1000 b/ock diagram. 

CCIR601/656 1-+-· YlN 4:2:2 
80MHz(40Mpixh) 

Down &up :sealing 
YUV -+RGB 
50Mpixls 

lf we want to develop an application for TM1 000, we need a board that contains a 
processor and some SDRAM. IREF boards exist, specially designed for this purpose, 
but are rather expensive and hard to get. We use a TriCodec card. This is a PCI 
plug-in card for the PC, and it is designed by Philips CFT. lt is targeted at the low end 
consumer home video market, and will play MPEG-2 video and capture and play 
MPEG-1 video. The board contains 8 MB of SDRAM, which is more than enough for 
our application. 

19 
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The TM1 000 block diagram shows that TM1 000 is perfectly suited for its taskon the 
TriCodec card. The built in 8DRAM-interface and Pel-interface allow easy 
integration, and the data inputs and outputs are all prepared for the standard audio 
and video formats. In the next sections we will examina the interface specifications 
required for the 88M application, and how we have to adapt TM1 OOO's interfaces. 

3.2 Basic Engine to TM1000 interface 

Th is sectien will look at how the basic engine could be implemented. The interface is 
not implemented in hardware yet, because we play from a test disc in an IDE-DVD 
drive in the host PC, and it simply perfarms file 1/0. The Audio Unpacker interface is 
necessary for reai-time audio playback, and we discuss it in sectien 3.2.1. 

The bit rate of a 080 stream with 6-channel MCA is: 
bit 

44,100 ° 64.6 = 16,934,400-. 
s 

(Fs = 44,100 Hz, 64 x oversampling, 1 bit/sample) 

TM1 000 must be able to handle this rather high data rate. The input options are: 

1. Video In 
2. Audio In (1 28 interface 
3. 1

2C Interface* 
4. 8ynchronous 8erial Interface 
5. PCI Interface 

Because the input bitstraam is in 128 format, the first choice would be to use the 
Audio In interface, which adheres to the 128 format. The clock of the serial input is 
limited to 20 MHz however, and the sample rate of valid samples embedded within 
theserial bitstraam is limited to 100 kHz. Obviously, the Audio In interface does not 
provide the required bandwidth. This rules out the use of the 128 se rial interface for 
interfacing to the Basic Engine. 

The 1
2C interface uses a serial protocol too. lt is specified to work at 400 kbitls, so we 

really can not use it for our purposes. The same goes for the 8ynchronous 8erial 
Interface, which is designed to interface with external modems. lt does notprovide 
the required bandwidth. 

We now only have two options left: the Video In unitand the PCI interface. They both 
are parallel interfaces, so using them for a serial bitstraam is not straightforward. The 
Video In unit is guaranteed to work at a sample rate of up to 38 MHz, with 8 
bit/sample, resulting in a 38 Mbyte/s bandwidth. The PCI bus has a theoretica! 
maximum transfer rate of 33 MHz * 32 bits = 132 Mbyte/s, but some overhead for 
addressing is required, leaving a usabie bandwidth of approximately 110 Mbyte/s. 
This bandwidth must be time-shared by all the devices connected to the PC I-bus. 
Both offer more than enough bandwidth for our purposes. 

The PCI bus is nota realinterface to the outside world. We can notconneet some 
peripheral directly to the bus, but instead would have to use another PCI plug-in 
board. lt is more sensible to use the Video In unit. Here we can implament a direct 
conneetion between TM1 000 and the Basic Engine. 

• Inter IC Communication serial interface protocol, as defined by Philips. 
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3.2.1 TM1 000 Video In unit 

TM1 000 is targeted as a multimedia processor, and the Video In unit is typically used 
tor digital video input in CCIR-656 (MPEG) format. For user-defined input data 
formats, TM1 000 provides a raw capture mode. 

Tab/e 3-1 TM1000 Video In interface pins. 

Pin Name Type Description 
vi elk 1/0 Default: sample clock for input samples on vi data. 
vi dvalid IN Must be HIGH to allow sampling of input data. 
vi data[7:0] IN Sample one byte at a time. 
vi data[9:8] IN Extension to allow u se of 1 0-bit video AID converters. 

Actually, there are three raw capture modes, raw8, raw1 Os and raw1 Ou. They all 
behave similarly. A positive transition on the sender's vi_clk data clock samples the 
vi_data input signals, if vi_dvalid is HIGH. Samples are eight toten bits long, for the 
raw8 mode or raw1 0 modes respectively. Raw8 mode packs four 8-bit samples in 
one 32-bit word, whereas the raw1 0 modes pack two 10 bit samples in one word. 
The latter two use sign extension (raw1 Os) or zero extension (raw1 Ou) for the 
extension from 1 0 to 16 bits. Successive captured val u es are written to successive 
memory addresses. 

Because the basic engine sends aserial bitstream to the SSM, we must somehow 
convert the bits to bytes, so TM1 000 can process them. The conversion can take 
place either inside or outside TM1 000: 

• lnside: Feed the bitstream directly to TM1 000; convert bits to bytes in software. 
• Outside: Use an external serial-parallel converter. 

We al ready saw that the bit rate is about 17 Mbitls. TM1 000 has a clock frequency of 
1 00 MHz, so there are about 4 clock cycles per bit or 32 clock cycles per byte 
available forserial-parallel conversion, using 100 % processor time. Th is shows that 
TM1 000 is not suited for simple tasks like se rial-parallel convers ion, and this is best 
left over to dedicated hardware. Therefore, the only option is to use an external 
serial-parallel converter. lt takes in eight data bits at a time and converts them toa 
byte, which is then sampled by TM1000. The required sample rate drops to 22.7/8::::: 
2.8 MHz, well within TM1 OOO's range. 

Apart trom the input data on vi_data[l:O}, the SSM must also capture two other 
signals b_flag and b_sync. The SAA7335 specifications state b_flag to be HIGH for 
the last CRC byte of a sector if it contains errors, and b_sync to be HIGH for the first 
byte of Sector Sync. When raw1 Ou capture mode is used, it should be possible to 
sample these two signals on vi_data[9:8}. Apart tromtheserial-parallel converter, no 
extra hardware would then be necessary for the Basic Engine interface. Only 
appropriate samples of the two signals would be stared in memory, which are then 
further processed by TM1000. 

3.3 TM1 000 to Audio Unpacker Interface 

The same considerations that lead to the decision to use the high-speed Video In unit 
tor the interface to the Basic Engine are applicable to the decision on what output 
interface to use for interfacing to the audio unpacker interface. Only the TM1 000 
Video Out unit provides the necessary bandwidth. lt typically outputs digital video in 
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the data formats according to CCIR-656 (MPEG), but there arealso two general
purpose modes, called data-streaming mode and message-passing mode, in which 
raw data are emitted. The maximum clock frequency for vo_clk of 80 MHz and the 8-
bit wide interface result in a maximum data throughput of 80 MB/s. 
TM1 OOO's VO unit has the following interface pins: 

Table 3-2 TM1000 Video Out interface pins. 

Pin Name Type Description 
vo data[7:0] OUT Output one byte at a time. 
vo io1 110 Horizontal Sync. I Start of message 
vo io2 110 Frame Sync. I End of message 
vo elk 110 Data clock for output samples on vo data. 

3.3.1 TM1 000 Video Out data streaming mode. 

In this mode, data is stored in SDRAM in two buffers. When the VO unit has 
transferred out the contentsof one table, it interrupts the DSPCPU and begins 
transferring out the contentsof the second table. The DSPCPU supplies pointers to 
both tables. The VO unit can provide a continuous stream of data if the DSPCPU 
updates the pointer to the next table before the VO unit starts transferring data from 
the next table, or else a buffer underrun interrupt will be generated. 

3.3.2 TM1000 Video Out message-passing mode. 

In this mode, data is stored inSDRAM in one buffer table. A message is started by 
setting the bit VO_ENABLE in the VO_CTL register. The two synchronisation signals 
vo_io1 and vo_io2 are used as outputs, and indicate the startand end byte of the 
transferred message as indicated in Figure 3-2. Bytes are clocked out at positive 
transitions of vo_clk, which can be either generated internally by a programmabie 
clock, or received from an external source. When the VO unit has transferred out the 
entire buffer, it sets the status bit BFR1_EMPTY in the VO_CTL register is and 
interrupts the DSPCPU. The VO unit stops, and no further action takes place until the 
DSPCPU sets VO_ENABLE again foranother message. 

vo_data[7:0] 

vo_iol 

vo_io2 

vo_clk 

Figure 3-2 Video Out message-passing STARTand END events. 

3.4 lmplementation in EPLD 

As we know, the SSM feeds the demultiplexed audio units to the unpacker, where 
they are decompressed and from there on sent to the 0/A-converters. The software 
SSM's audio unpacker interface therefore also must have a way to send the audio 
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units from the TM1000's SDRAM to the unpacker. The only 1/0 port on TM1000 that 
is capable of transmitting data at the speed of approximately 17 Mbit/s is the Video 
Out unit. Unfortunately, this has a very inflexible communication protocol, with just a 
few parameters that can be customised: the size of the buffer(s) TM1 000 sends 
away* and the ra te at which bytes are read out from memory. The first is done in 
software, the latter by contiguring tiT"eVO clock as input. Bytes are transferred out of 
the TM1 000 buffer on a positive edge of vo_clk, so we can halt transfer by halting 
this clock. 

The unpacker however has a much more complicated communication protocol. First, 
data is transmitted serially, and we al ready know that this is not possible with 
TM1 OOO's Video Out unit. Moreover, the interface uses several control signals (both 
from the unpacker to the SSM and vice versa) that are impossible to physically 
conneet to TM1 000, simply because it has no general-purpose data 1/0 ports. The 
only feature it has to offer is a general-purpose interrupt pin. Just like it is the case 
with the interface from basic engine to TM1 000, we can not avoid having to use 
some external hardware to gap the bridge between the crude output of bytes from 
TM1 000 and the sophisticated interaction of signals at the side of the unpacker. In 
practice, this means introducing an extra interface in the existing one between SSM 
and unpacker. We will call the new interface tm2au interface, short for TM1 000 to 
audio unpacker interface. 

Because of the readily availability and widespread experience in working with the 
Altera EPLD's at the ASA-Iab, we decided to use an EPLD from the Altera MAX-7000 
series. The Altera 7160 proved to have enough 1/0-pins and log ie gates for the 
implementation of the interface between TM1 OOO's Video Out unit and the unpacker's 
SSM interface. 

1M1000 
Video Out ..... .. 

~ ... 
unit 

SSM 

new 
tm2au 
interface 

Altera 
7160 

EPLD 

..... .. ... 

existing 
unpacker 
interface 

Audio Unpacker 

Figure 3-3/nterfaces between TM1000 and audio unpacker. 

3.4.1 First byte settings 

The unpacker needs a few other signals that don't change during play. They only are 
there to inform the unpacker on settings like the sample frequency used and the 
decading mode. As TM1 000 only provides in shifting bytes out of a buffer and not 
much else, we insert one byte in front of every audio unit sent to the tm2au interface. 

• Due to a hardware bug, buffer sizes smaller than 14 bytes can cause problems in message
passing mode, so it can not be used for smal! massages. 
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This uses the byte to make the necessary settings, and of course, it does not transfer 
it to the unpacker. The first byte also indicates to the tm2au interface that a mute 
frame has to be sent when TM1 000 has no audio unit available. This last setting can 
be different for every message sent the ethers should remain constant during play 
and are only intended for initialisation of the tm2au interface. 

First Byte 

7 6 5 4 3 2 0 

MSB LSB I x I x M SP SFl I SFO DMliDMOI 

reserved mute serial- sample- decoding mode 
parallel frequency 

M 0: message contains valid audio unit 
1 :dummy message; mute frame has to besent to unpacker 

SP 0 : serial transfer mode 
1 : parallel transfer mode 

SF 00:64 F, 
OI :48 F, 
10: 40F, 

DM 00 : packed stereo 
10 : plain stereo 
10 : packed multi-channel- 6 channels 
11 : packed multi-channel- 5 channels 

Figure 3-4 Tm2au interface settings in first byte. 

The methad of the first byte is a good salution to the problem that TM1 000 has no 
real output pins, but it does not solve the problem of transferring data the ether way 
around. There seems to be no easy way to get the error information the unpacker 
sends to the SSM into TM1 000. Luckily, this is nota vital signal, and normal play 
does notdepend on it. We have reserved three input pins au_err[2:0} on the 7160 for 
error information, but they are not used now_ 
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Table 3-3 Tm2au interface pins. 

Pin Name Type Description 
General 

bit elk IN System bit clock 
resetn IN General reset signal, active low 

_Q_ar jump IN Jumper setting parallel transfer mode 
ser jump IN Jumg_er settinq serial transfer mode 
par led OUT Drive control LED 1 
ser led OUT Drive control LED 2 

TM1 000 Interface 
tm data[7:0] IN Data byte 
tm io1 IN Start of message 
tm io2 IN End of message 
tm ack 11\1 I\IOT USED 
tm voclk OUT TM1 000 Video Out clock 
tm 75hz OUT Audio unit start 
tm auint OUT NOT USED 

Unpacker Interface 
au 75hz IN Unit start (75 Hz) 
au hold IN Unit request 
au err[2:0] IN NOTUSED 
au data[7:0] OUT Serial data(O), parallel data[7:0] 
au elk OUT Bit clock 
au bclk OUT Byte start 
au act OUT Active 
au mute OUT Mute 
au ser _par OUT Serial I parallel data transfer 
au dec mode OUT Unpacker mode 
au sample freq OUT Sam_Qiing frequency 

All tm2au interface's internar activities are driven by the rising edge of bit_ elk, so it is 
a completely synchronous circuit. To get the tm2au interface in a predefined initial 
state, resetn is connected to the reset signal of the PCI bus. This is an active low 
signal, and as long as it is '0', the interface remains in its reset state. Since all actions 
are synchronised to the 75Hz clock au_ 75hz, we derive from this also a reset 
condition to make sure that tm2au's registers are defined at the start of every new 
audio unit. Wh en resetn has gone up to '1' the interface comes into action. Two 
counters take care of timing requirements, bit_count and mute_count. Both count 
positive bit_ elk transitions, each with a different purpose: 

1. bit_count (range 0-7) 
A 3-bits unsigned integer counter that increments at each rising edge of 
bit_ elk. Divides the system clock by 8 to get a byte clock for tm_voclk and 
au_bclk. 

2. mute_count (range 0-511) 
A 9-bits unsigned counter that starts to count bit clocks from the moment a 
rising edge on au_ 75hz is detected until it sees any action from TM1 000. 

Counter mute_count is necessary to deterrnine if TM1 000 is inactive, so mute frames 
can be forced. This has to be in the form of a Start of Message eventon tm_io1. 
When TM1 000 is not running this will never happen, and after 400 bit clocks (about 
24 ~) au_mute, au_ act and au_bclk will all go to '1' and inform the unpacker that a 
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mute frame is sent. Mute_count stops at 416 to prevent overflow and au_ act will go 
back to '0' then. We will call this a passive mute frame. Both control LED's will be off. 

75Hz 

au_ 75hz 

tm_iol 

liiLio2 

au_bclk 

au_act 

au_mute 

~--~n~· ------------------~~ 
l l 

400 clocks 16 clocks 

Figure 3-5 Passive mute frame. 

lf however TM1 000 is running the SSM software then the tm2au interface will receive 
a Start of Message in about 8 f..l.S from the moment TM1 000 receives an interrupt. 
TM1 OOO's general-purpose interrupt is programmed to edge sensitive mode for 
detection of the rising edge of tm_75hz. Th is is just a three times clocked through 
version of au_ 75hz. One byte clock later the byte transfer begins, and the first byte is 
used to set the signals for decoding mode, sample frequency and serial I parallel 
transfer mode. lf the mute bit is set, au_mute will go to '1' immediately, foliowed 
later-when mute_count = 400-by the necessary transition on au_ act and au_bclk 
to inform the unpacker again a mute frame was sent. This is an active mute frame, 
and both control LED's will be on. 

75Hz 

au_ 75hz 

tm_iol 

tm_io2 ~--~----;;--~ll~----------+---
au_bclk 

au_ act ~~~rl~------------------~~ 
] 4 400 ctxks! .,I au_ mute 

~ : ~_;_ : : : 
±8 ~ 16 clocks 

Figure 3-6 Active mute frame. 
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lf the mute bit is notset in the first byte, tm_voclk will continue to clock bytes out of 
TM1 OOO's buffer into a parallel-serial converter. After the toggling of au_bclk, 
indicating a byte start to the unpacker, the bits are sent to the unpacker on 
au_data(O) at the falling edge of au_clk. When au_holdis '1', tm_voclkwill not 
change and data transfer between TM1 000 and the tm2au interface is halted. In 
addition, au_bclk will not toggle, thus halting the transfer of new bytes to the 
unpacker. The output of the parallel-serial converter is independent of this situation 
so the complete byte is finished. During the last byte, an event on tm_io2 is detected, 
indicating the End of Messa ge. Wh en the last bit has been transferred, au_ act will go 
to '0', thus indicating to the unpacker that another audio unit has been completely 
transferred. The tm2au interface now is at rest until the next 75 Hz pulse. The control 
LEDs indicate the transfer mode to the unpacker: only LED 1 is on for parallel 
transfer mode, and only LED 2 forserial transfer mode. 

Tab/e 3-4 Tm2au interface status control LED's. 

LED 1 LED2 tm2au interface state 
OFF OFF passive mute frame 
OFF ON audio unit-serial mode 
ON OFF audio unit- parallel mode 
ON ON active mute frame 

3.4.2 Unpacker Interface protocol 

The audio unpacker delivers a 75Hz block signal au_75hzto the SSM. At the 
positive edge, the SSM must have an audio unit ready. lf it has no unit ready, the 
signal au_mute must go '1 '. lf a unit is ready, au_act must go '1' to activate the 
unpacker, tagether with a transition of the byte clock au_bclk. This signal marks the 
start of a new byte intheserial datastream, and it toggles at every byte start. The 
transition of au_actfrom '0' to '1' must take place within 512 system clock cycles 
from the 75 Hz unit start interrupt. The unpacker controls the rate at which it takes in 
bytes with au_ho/d. lf this is '1 ', the unpacker indicates that its internal buffers are full 
and no new byte can be started. This doesnotinterrupt the current byte transfer, 
which must always be completed. When all bytes are transferred this way, the 
au_mute goes back to '0' again. 

au_ 75hz 

au_hold 

au_bclk 

au_act 

au_mute 

75Hz 

+-I 1-----'n__j 
i-fl-JL; /_j.------1 I 

-tJ 

Figure 3-7 SSM- unpacker interface. 

Both the tm2au interface and the unpacker have their own system clock, which 
makes it an asynchronic interface. Data bits are transferred at the rate of the 
interface's system clock, so we call it the bit clock au_clk. The unpacker samples 
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data bits at the rising edge of au_clk, and therefore needs to have the clock from the 
interface as input. To avoid timing problems like setup time and clock skew, we send 
out the bits at the falling edge of au_clk. This ensures that the unpacker's sample 
moment is in the middle of the bit, when it is steady. 
Now the interface only works in serial mode, but it is clear that in the future there will 
be a problem with MCA when the compression factor falls below 1.1 . The bit rate of 
384 Fs will then be not sufficient to transfer all data in the given time of 1/75 second. 
The interface is prepared for parallel data transfer, and then at each transition of 
au_bclk 8 bits at a time will be transferred. This mode is not yet implemented in our 
design of the unpacker interface, but provisions have been made to make it possible 
in the fut ure. A signal au_ser_par is sent to the unpacker to inform about the 
communication mode. 

3.5 Daughter board for the TriCodec board 

The TriCodec PCI-card is designed for multimedia purposes and has only standard 
audio and video inputs and outputs. These are unusable for connecting the TM1 000 
to the unpacker. To be able to physically conneet the TM1000 with the unpacker, it is 
necessary to modify it. The card is of course full with components, so we can not 
place anything else on it. Therefore, a small piggyback board that fits neatly above 
the TriCodec card is used. The distance between the two boards is such that the 
daughter board aligns with a free slot in the PC next to the TriCodec board, so 
controls and connector can be easily accessed from outside the PC. As the 
TM1000's Video Out unit is already connected toa Philips SAA7125 DENC (Digital 
ENCoder, the IC that generates analogue video from a digital input stream), it is 
necessary to remove this DENC from the card. The VO unit can then be rewired to 
the Altera 7160. The conneetion to the unpacker is through a 25 pins sub-D 
connector, and because the existing cable has a male connector, a female connector 
is fitted on the daughter card. 

For status control, two green LEDs are sitting next to the connector, along with a row 
of 5 x2 testpins that can be jumpered. These are used to overrule software settings 
for the interface mode. Two further rows of 10 testpins each are fitted to the edge of 
the card opposite to the motherboard, so they can be reached for testing when the 
PC is open. They carry the most important signals on the 7160 that otherwise would 
not be easily accessible. The circuit needs +5 Volt to operate, and since power 
requirements are very low (a few Watts, well below the PC I-bus specification), this is 
taken directly from the PC I-connector. The SSM has to supply the unpacker with a bit 
clock, so the circuit also needs its own clock generator. A clock oscillator of 16.9344 
MHz supplies this. 
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Figure 3-8 Layout of the TriCodec daughter board. 
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4 SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT 

4.1 Working with TM1000 

Th ere are a few important things to remamber when you work with the TM1 000 SDE. 
For downloading applications to TM1 000 and running them the tooi tmgmon is 
commonly used. lt is best placed in the directory where the executables are, to avoid 
confusion about different paths. When the application invokes a console, it is also 
necessary to have tmcons in the same directory. Th is is a Win32 application, and it 
provides standard 1/0 functionality. 

4.1.1 TM1000 data cache 

TM1 000 has a 16-kB data cache. lt is divided into 256 individual blocks, also called 
cache lines, of 64 bytes each. A single valid bit is associated with a block, so an 
entire block is either valid or invalid in the cache. Si nee data are transferred between 
cache and SDRAM in 64 byte chunks, a cache miss of just one byte causes a 64 
bytes data transfer from the much slower SDRAM. This makes it important to align 
objects that have to be accessed many times on a 64-byte boundary in memory. 
Data buffers are very good candidates to be cache aligned. 

Two different ways of memory allocation are possible, dynamic allocation and static 
allocation. For dynamic allocation, the TriMedia Compilation System (TCS) offers a 
tunetion in the standard C library libc.a called cache_malloc, which allocates a 
memory block, rounds up its size to a 64-byte multiple and memory aligned to 64 
bytes. Statically allocated memory must be made 64-byte aligned explicitly by the 
programmer, for example by allocating 64 bytes more then the intended buffer size, 
and then making the returned pointer modulo 64 by setting its 6 least significant bits 
to 0. 

Special care must be taken when buffers are read from outside TM1 000 via OMA, as 
is the case with the Video Out buffer that is read by the tm2au interface. The main 
memory is not automatically cache coherent, which means that data, supposed to be 
put in the buffer by the DSPCPU, could be in the cache instead. For correct 
operation, the data must explicitly be copied back from the cache to the area in 
memory where the buffer is defined. This is accomplished with the copy_back 
function. 

4.1.2 Debugging on TM1000 

Saveral tools are available for debugging applications on TM1 000. Th ere is a full
featured debugger tmdbg, which provides all the usual options, such as setting 
breakpoints and watching the contents of variables and hardware registers, stepping 
through the code etc. In a standard PC-based development environment, the 
processor has always a conneetion toa visual display, the monitor*. This is used 
extensively in debugging, as it is a convenient way to diagnose the progression of the 
executing program. In C the tunetion printfis used to convey the selected information 
to the outside world. 

• In early computers small displays were used almost tor the sole purpose of monitoring the 
executed programs. 
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In our case the TM1 000 a lso has the ability to communicate toa display, because it 
sits on a PCI card which on its turn is plugged into a PC. However, printfis a very 
complicated procedure, using all kinds of system calls. lt therefore is slow, and not 
well suited for fast reai-time applications. The multi-tasking nature of most 
applications make things worse, since interrupts can be generated in the middle of 
the execution of a printf, garbling up the output. In addition, printf can not be called 
from an ISR. The SDE provides a good replacement tunetion OP, that writes the data 
directly to memory ( either PC or TM1 000 SDRAM). The data in SDRAM survive a 
warm reboot, and the tools tmmon and tmgmon can dump them. For longer runs, it 
is advisable to redirect the outputto a trace file. 

4.1.3 pSOS+ Overhead 

The pSOS+ kernel provides multitasking by switching swiftly between the different 
tasks that are running at that time. In general, at any time, the runningtaskis the one 
with the highest priority among all ready-to-run tasks. When these task switches 
occur, some internal bookkeeping has to be done, to be able to return to the original 
task that caused the switch. For example, register contents have to be stored. 
Obviously, this causes overhead, and we want this to be minimal in a time-critica! 
application. To get an idea of the amount of pSOS+ overhead, we use a simple C
program that implements two separate large loops. In one case, the two loops run 
consecutively in a single task. In the other case, the two loops run concurrently, each 
in their own task with the same priority. This induces task switches, since tasks with 
equal priority are given a maximum amount of time to run, called a timeslice. We 
expect the program with task switches to takes longer to complete then the one with 
no task switching. The difference in the two run-times is a measure for the pSOS+ 
task-switching overhead. Below is the pseudo G-eode of the two examples used: 

r oot-'task () - : 
{ 

t i me ";;:; - 0 i 

run_t<:~;k ( lp _op) { _i*: 
" 

wai t_for ( ioo p ~~ READY) 

printf( tiro.el f 

Figure 4-1 Two consecutive loops in one task . 

. r:Oot~task () 
i { 

} 

time = OF 

run..,..task (half_loopl) i I* tasks run concurrently under same '!' I -~· 
run_task(half_loop2) i I* pri odty to force task . s wl'tche s · *I 

:· ". 
wait_for .( (half_:_l'Qopl ' ~= ~EADY) · && (half_ loop2 == READY)) 

. ·'~< 

Figure 4-2 Two concurrent loops in two separate tasks. 

In pSOS+, the default value fora timeslice is 0.1 second. To simulate a worst case 
scenario, the timeslices have been reduced to only 1 millisecond. This results in 
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many more task switchesthen can be expected in a normal application. Time is 
measured with the tmgetfunction. 

Tab/e 5 pSOS+ task switching overhead. 

timeslice 100 ms timeslice 1 ms 
reference 1 task 2 tasks 1 task 2 tasks 

(no pSOS+) pSOS+ pSOS+ pSOS+ pSOS+ 
total # idle loops 101:! 101:! 101:! 101:! 101:! 
total # task switches NA 0 57 0 6145 
total time in 11-s 600007 6001858 6001862 6188980 6185881 
overhead in % 0.01 0.03 0.03 3.1 3.1 
1 by definition 

At first glance, the measurements seem to show that even under the extreme 
conditions of 1000 task switches per second overhead is limited to 3.1 %. Closer 
inspeetion reveals that the bulk of the overhead is caused by artificially reducing the 
timeslice. pSOS+ task switching overhead seems no reason not to use different 
tasks for mapping the SSM to TM1 000. 

4.2 Partitioning the SSM 

In chapter 2 we studied the working of the hardware SSM, and now we want to map 
this on·the TM1 000 processor. The SSM consists of several modules all working in 
parallel, which is a characteristic for hardware. This is fundamentally different from 
software running on one processor, which only can work at one task at a time. 
Because the SSM is a reai-time application, we want to make use of a reai-time 
operating system. The TriMedia Software Development Environment (SDE) offers 
this in the form of the pSOS+ reai-time OS, which is ported from the Motorola 68K 
processor to the TM 1000. The operating system's most important feature is that it 
can run different tasks virtually simultaneously by switching fast between them if 
needed. This can be used to simulate the parallel working modules in the SSM. Task 
switching is doneon a priority basis. 

The SSM software is implemented as a set of modules, each with its own 
functionality. The modules communicate with each other through interfaces. When 
we have specified the different interfaces, it is possible to develop the modules 
independently, and conneet them later through the interfaces. Th is modular structure 
allows easy changes and development of the internal operation of the module, 
without effecting surrounding modules. Modifications to the interfaces make it 
necessary to adapt all the modules connected through this interface. Because the 
hardware implementation of the SSM al ready partitioned it into several hardware 
modules, it makes sense to follow that idea and give every hardware module its own 
task on TM1 000. The software modulesthen become: 

• host interface (Hl) 
• sector processor (SP) (not implemented) 
• demultiplexer (DMX) 
• buffer manager (BUF) 
• audio unpacker interface (AUI) 
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The priorities of the different tasks are: 

AUI: 
DMX: 
BUF: 
Hl: 

StateEvent_Handler tasks 
150 
140 
130 

State tasks 
80 
70 
60 

120 

4.3 Data link between PC and TM1000 

PHILIPS 

The TriMedia Manager (TM Man) API provides functionality forinter-processor 
communication between the Pentium host processor and the TM1 000 target 
processor. lt enables a Windows host application to query DSP information, 
download and execute boot images on TM1 000 and download and start tasks under 
the TM1000 Reai-Time Operating System (RTOS). lt also enables a Windows 
application and the RTOS tasks to exchange messages. The basic unit of 
communication is the packet, which takes the form: 

packet() { 
DWORD dwConunand; 
DWORD dwArgument[S); 

lf larger amounts of data that have to be exchanged, the API offers two ways to page 
loek a buffer on the host. lt can allocate memory from the page-locked pool on the 
host, which is guaranteed to be contiguous. Th is is a limited resource, soit should be 
used sparingly and forsmaller buffers only. For larger buffers it is better to first 
allocate memory with a tunetion like ma/loc, and then page loek it afterwards. The 
host builds a page entry table so the target can access the scatter-gather buffer on 
the host. Data transfer is possible in both directions. In out SSM application we will 
use the mechanism of message exchanging for transferring tunetion calls and their 
parameters from the host, and to exchange events between the host and the target. 
They are all higher-level tunetion calls or events that do notsuffer from the rather 
high latency in the data link. 

4.4 Host application 

The host PC runs a simple DOS console application. Th is loads the boot image for 
TM 1000 into its memory and starts it. Aft er this the host and the exchange a tew 
parameters about the data link that copies the SACD sectors, such as the amount of 
sectors that are copied at a time. Finally, the host and target set up a message 
queue, so instructions and events can be transported in both directions. 
The application holds a small tracklist of the test CD we use, because it does not 
parse the real TOC on CD. lt only has a limited number of functions, shown in the 
following menu: 

(M) Show menu 
(P) Play track 
(S) Stop playing 
(T) Change track number 
(B) Change begin time 
(E) Change end time 
(N) Show buffer status 
(Q) Quit program 
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The reading from diso--and writing to harddisk-via fread on TM1 000 itself is a slow 
process. The 75 Hz interrupt does not do much good for the reading process either. lt 
can never be used to get reai-time playback. To get taster raw transfer speeds, and 
better latency behaviour, we releave TM1 000 of its file 1/0 task. The host application 
replaces the sector processor, and reads the audio tracks from the CD or harddisk 
into a page-locked buffer. When the buffer manager has copied a block of sectors, 
the next series of sectors are read. 

4.5 Target application 

A major difference between the hardware SSM and its software version is that the 
'first is controlled by a host processor and the latter has to be much more self
controlled. This is because of the high latency in the link between the Pentium and 
TM1 000, which rules out reai-time operation. However, TM1 000 itself is nota 'dumb' 
programmabie logic device, and has a complete CPU aboard. Obviously, control has 
to be shifted from the host processor to this CPU. Th is means that modules running 
on TM1 000 will i nel u de the layer of software written for the hardware SSM device 
driver, and even parts of the top level application software. The highest level of 
control remains on the host however, which includes user interface functions as "Set 
track number'', "Set Demultiplexer mode" or "Piay track". 

Every module can be in a certain state. lt may respond to received events and 
tunetion calls differently in each state, and can have a very different standard 
behaviour. What are possible causes for state changes? 

Function calls: 

Events: 

Some functions may change a task's state. For example, if the Sector 
Processor is in IDLE state and the tunetion SSM_SP_Start is called, the 
Sector Processor's state will change to SEARCHING. 

Several events may change a task's state. For example, if the sector 
processor is in SEARCHING state, and receives the 
FIRST_SECTOR_CAPTURED event, its state will change to CAPTURING. 

Events can not only come from external modules but also from within the module 
itself. lf we want to handle all possible transitions from one state to another, we must 
implement a large state transition table. State changes are not too frequent though, 
and by definition, a module can not be in more than one state at the same time. This 
is indicated in Figure 4-3 with dashed lines for task state 1 and 2, meaning that state 
N is the active task state. Knowing this it is easy to give each different state in a 
module, its own task. There must be another task however with a higher priority to 
handle these task switches. We call this the StateEvent_Handler task, and every 
SSM module---except for the host interface--has one. The State part means that 
only the StateEvent_Handler task can call the task change function, and the Event 
part says that all events are handled by it, and that it responds to nothing else but 
events. Lower priority tasks may receive more than one event from higher priority 
tasks befere they have had a chance to process it, so a message queue is used to 
store events. A trigger tunetion is used to send events to the event queue. lt can be 
called by the module itself as well as by other modules. 
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Figure 4-3 General task decomposition of the modules. 
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User tunetion calls never cause a change state directly. They just sendan event to 
the StateEvent_Handler task through the event queue. When the 
StateEvent_Handler task receives an event and decides that a change of state must 
take place, it first deletes the previous task running the old state, and immediately 
starts the new task representing the new state. 

The state tasks represent the actual functionality of the hardware SSM modules 
resides. They all use an infinite loop that cycles through the program code to 
resembie the repetitive structure of the data processing. The higher priority of the 
StateEvent_Handler over the state task guarantees a prompt task switch when, as 
the task states are created with pre-emptiveness enabled. What the hardware 
modules do in parallel is here modelled by a series of instructions. A funny thing to 
note he re is that the TM1 000 compiler tri es to find this parallelism again and 
schedules the instructions over its different executing units to maximise efficiency, 
only on a much smaller scale. You could say that the compiler is making special 
hardware for every small piece of souree code, by finding what combinations of 
execution units work out best together in parallel. 

4.5.1 Host Interface (Hl) 

The host interface is not build like the other modules. lt does not have any states, but 
it does have two separate tasks. After setting up the data link with the host 
processor, it starts a task that listens for events received from the host, and another 
that collects the events generated by the different SSM modules for the host. Each 
task has its own event queue to make sure no event is lost. 
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Figure 4-4 Structure of the host interface. 

4.5.2 Sector Processor (SP) 

~he sector processor has 3 different states: 

I die: 
Searching: 

Capturing: 

Do nothing. 
Receive sectors from basic engine, until first sector to be 
captured is seen, and store that in the VBR buffer. 
Store sectors in the VBR buffer, untillast sector to capture is 
finished. 

The SP is not used in the current software SSM and will not be treated further here . 

4.5.3 Buffer Manager (BUF) 

The buffer manager has 2 different states: 

I die: 
Active: 

lt manages 4 buffers: 

• The VBR buffer 

Do nothing. 
Write data to buffers, read back data, wrap VBR buffer pointer 
and manage buffer statistics. 

• The audio unit 0 I audio unit 1 buffers 
• The host buffer 
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The VBR buffer is a segmented buffer, with 1024 segments to store the 2048-byte 
SACD sectors. For supplementary data, a buffer with 8 segments of 256 bytes each 
is available. Wedetermine the required size of the two audio unit buffers by 
calculating the maximum size of an audio unit, assuming a minimum compression 
factor of 1: 

2·64·44100 
Stereo: ' = 9408 bytes. 

75·8 

MCA: 6 . 64 . 44'1 OO = 28224 bytes. 
75·8 

We conclude that for the correct processing of the more demanding MCA audio 
stream, the two Audio Unit buffers must be 32 kB. 

The buffer manager holds the current state of the buffers. For all buffers, it keeps 
track of the following: 

• buffer base address in memory 
• buffer size 
• buffer fullness (amount of bytes in buffer) 
• buffer free (amount of bytes available) 

Operatien mode: 

The setup tunetion initialises the internal variables and allocates cache-aligned 
memory tor the buffers. lt exchanges parameters with the host about the number of 
sectors that are block copied from the host directly into the VBR buffer; we use 256 
sectors (approx. 1.5 seconds of audio). The buffer manager starts when it receives 
the SSM_BUF _START event, and then looks if the VBR buffer has enough free 
space to receive a block of 256 sectors trom the host. lf it has not received the 
HOST _EVENT _EOF event trom the host that the End of File is reached, it copies the 
sectors to the VBR buffer and signals the host with the 
HOST _EVENT _READ_SECTORS event it can read the next 256 sectors in its 
buffer. The host always reads in advance. Because in the beginning the VBR buffer 
is completely empty, several block copies will take place one after another, and to 
prevent the buffer from trying to copy a block befere it has been read by the host, it 
waits until it receives the HOST _EVENT _SECTORS_READ event. lt then returns to 
the starting point. Th is mechanism keeps the VBR buffer fullness always between 75 
and 100 %. Wh en BUF is started, it waits for either the End of File event from the 
host or the 100% VBR buffer fullness befere it starts the demultiplexer. 

4.5.4 Demultiplexer (DMX) 

The demultiplexer has three different states: 

I die: 
Waiting: 
Demultiplexing: 

Do nothing. 
Read sectors trom VBR until first time code is found. 
Demultiplex audio and supplementary packets, store them in 
their respective buffers, until the last time code has finished. 
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Operatien mode: 

The setup tunetion initialises internal variables and allocates cache aligned memory 
for a buffer that can hold one SACD sector. The host sets the time codes of the 
range of audio units to be demultiplexed. The DMX starts when it receives the 
SSM_DMX_START event from the buffer manager. lts state changes from IDLE to 
SEARCHII\IG, and sectors are read from the VBR buffer until the start time code is 
seen. The state changes again to DEMULTIPLEXING, and the header of the SACD 
sector is examined. lt contains information about the number and type of packets in 
the sector, and the DMX writes the packets to their appropriate buffers. After a 
complete audio unit has been written to an audio unit buffer, it sends the 
SSM_DMX_AUDIO_UNIT _CAPTURED event to the audio unpacker interface, and 
for the first one it also sends an SSM_AUI_START event to start the audio unpacker 
interface. lf the two buffers are full, it waits for the return call SSM_AUI_UNIT _READ 
from the AUI that ithas read the unit through the buffer manager, and then goes on 
to read the next sector from the VBR buffer. After the last audio unit has been 
demultiplexed, the DMX returns to the IDLE state. 

4.5.5 Audio Unpacker Interface (AUI) 

The audio unpacker interface has 2 different states: 

• Muting: 
• Playing: 

Prepare and send mute frame to unpacker. 
Prepare and send audio unit to unpacker. 

Operatien mode: 

The setup tunetion initialises internal variables and allocates cache-aligned memory 
for the AUI_Writebuffer, which is the one the Video Out unit uses tosend the unit to 
the tm2au interface. lnitially, the AUI is in the MUTING state, and it changes to the 
PLAYING state upon receiving the SSM_AUI_START event from the demultiplexer. 
The AUI is responsible for the timing of all the activities in the SSM. lt receives the 75 
Hz interrupt from the audio unpacker, and must then have either a mute frame or a 
valid audio unit in the AUI_Writebuffer and start Video Out. lt uses 2 interrupt request 
handlers for this: 

1 . unit_request_handler(): 

The IRQhandleris called on the 75Hz interrupt that is connected to TM1000's 
general-purpose IRQ pin set in edge-triggered mode. lt does two things: 

• lf an audio unit is ready in the AUI_Writebuffer, it sets the buffer size for the 
Video Out unit to the audio unit length, else it sets it to the default mute size of 
256 bytes (only the first byte is enough for the unpacker interface to know 
whether it mustsend a mute frame, see also sectien 3.4.1 ). 

• lt starts the Video Out unit, so the buffer's contents will be transmitted to the 
tm2au interface. 

2. message_mode_handler(): 

The IRQhandleris called on the BFR1 empty interrupt, generated by the Video Out 
unit when it has finished transmitting the frame to the tm2au interface. lt sends the 
SSM_AUI_UPDATE_BUFFER to AUI's task state. 
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The AUI in playing mode waits tor this event. lt then checks if an audio unit is ready 
in the Audio Unit buffer, which is signalied by the DMX. lf it is, it reads its size trom 
the buffer manager, copies it to AUI_Writebuffer, inserts the first byte with the correct 
playing mode settings and ca lis copy_back to make sure the data are moved trom 
the cache to the buffer. lf it is not, the first byte is set to reflect the mute frame, and 
copy_back is called again. 

In both cases, the IRQ acknowledges the BFR1 empty interrupt from the Video Out 
unit. 

75Hz 

~~ 

I 
i 

SSM_DMX_AUDIO_UNIT _CAPTURED 
event from DMX 

I BFRl empty 

+ ~~ 

mute frame copy lcopybackl 

first byte l 
SSM_AUI_UNIT_READ 

eventtoDMX 

~~ 

I audio unit 

i 
first byte 

Figure 4-5 Timing of events tor mute and play. 

4.6 Software Developing Environment 

~ .. 
~~ 

copy I copyback I 

To keep an overview of the differentpartsof the SSM application, we store all souree 
code tor the different modules in their own souree and header files. The modules are 
compiled into object files. Th is is then linked with the object file of the top SSM 
application. 

The two executables ssm.exe and ssm_targ.out are built on two different platforms. 
The first is a Win32 console application running on the host, and is developed in 
Microsoft Visual C++ 5.0 with Microsoft Developer Studio. The latter is the 
executable for the TM1 000, and is developed on a Sun SP ARCstation running the 
tmcc compiler. As a text editor, we used the Emacs program, well known for its 
expandability and flexibility. Virtually every setting and functionality can be 
customised by the user. 
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5 TESTING THE SSM 

Testing plays an important role in the processof designing both hardware and 
software systems. lt shows if the design does what the maker expected it to do, and 
if it does not he can go back and imprave it. lt generally is not practical to wait until 
the very end of a developing process and test the total system at once, but better to 
test the different parts of a system first on their own, to makesure they work 
correctly. This makes things easier when tracking problems for the product as a 
whole. Because most systems are implemented one module at a time, this way of 
werking comes very natural. 

In our case, we have two reasonably separate systems to test, the SSM software 
application and the tm2au hardware interface. We first test these two stand-alene 
and later put them tagether for the final test of the total SSM. 

For testing, we used a test CD containing 255 tracks; some of them are normal audio 
tracks, ethers are specifically designed for testing different aspects of the total player. 
lt contains the 2048-byte user data sectors, not the raw SACD data sectors with 
header bytes and error detection code. The data sectors can be read directly into the 
VBR-buffer for further processing by the DMX. The SSM-application perfarms file 1/0 
with an IDE DVD-ROM player in the host PC, using the standard C-function fread. 

5.1 Testing the SSM software application 

We test the SSM application by letting it read some audio sectors from the test disc 
and write the demultiplexed audio units to a file on harddisk. There is no need for 
using the VBR-buffer, as the freadfunction supplies a buffered stream, and we are 
not playing reai-time now. The DMX reads audio sectors one at a time into alocal 
buffer, and copies the demultiplexed packets to the audio unit buffers. Because the 
audio unpacker interface-module does not have an unpacker to interface to, it simply 
reads the demultiplexed audio units from the audio unit buffers and writes them to a 
file. 

We byte campare the output with the contents on the original disc, and this shows 
the two are identical. Th is is a rather devious way to go for checking a lot of units, 
because the packets are spread over the different sectors and are not found back 
easily 'by hand'. We have another option however, because at the ASA-Iab an 
application called the "Packed Stream Generator'' (PSG) exists. This reads audio 
units from a harddisk and sends them to the unpacker. The audio units are 
concatenated in one 'file. Because they have different lengths in lossless-coded 
mode, two bytes are inserted in front of every unit to indicate its length to the PSG. 

M L 
s s 
B B ._..... 

Unit 1 
Length 

Unit 1 
M L 
s s 
B B ._..... 

Unit 2 
Length 

Unit 2 
M L 
s s 
B B ._..... 

Unit 3 
Length 

Unit 3 

Figure 5-1 PSG audio unit stream format. 
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The AU I-module is adapted so it produces a file in the PSG format. When we play 
this file through the PSG, the music sounds flawlessly. The unpacker expects 
compressed audio units to be in a certain format, and has an error LED that lights up 
when there is sernething wrong with the unit. As it does not, we conclude that the 
SSM works correctly. 

5.2 Testing the tm2au interface hardware 

We test the tm2au interface with a special program written for TM1 000, called 
playfile. lt reads a file in the PSG format as described above, and places the audio 
units in an array in TM1 000 main memory. Another array holds the unit lengths. 
These buffered units are then sent to the unpacker through the tm2au interface. 
Playfile is a precursor of the final AUI-module (see sectien 4.5.4) in the sense that its 
communication with the tm2au interface is almest identical, but it does not use the 
rest of the SSM at all. 

Playfile is used with the same test files that we re played through the PSG, but it can 
only play for a maximum period of about 15 seconds because it has to store all the 
audio units in memory. The unpacker control LED that remains dimmed again during 
play, showing the correct functioning of the tm2au interface. The music sounds also 
flawlessly. Analysis of the signals between tm2au and the unpacker with an 
oscilloscope shows that they all behave as expected, except for the mute. lt has a 
spike of '1' at the last bit time of every byte clock. As mute is set during the first byte 
of the data frame transmitted from TM1 000, this problem obviously is caused by 
incorrect detection of the first byte in a frame in the tm2au interface. Because it does 
not result in a real playing error, we leave it for the moment. 

5.3 Testing the total SSM 

After the successful tests of the SSM software modules and the tm2au interface it is 
time to conneet the two tagether and play some audio reai-time from the disc. The 
host application now reads sectors from the disc, and these are block copied to the 
VBR-buffer by the buffer manager. The DMX writes a unit in an audio unit buffer, 
which the AUI sends to the unpacker on a 75 Hz interrupt. Now the SSM can show 
its full potential and play tracks of arbitrary length. 

Unfort~nêt~ly, the produced mus ie is far from perf~ct. Many hiccups occur-:-a, 
handful per secend roughly-and the unpacker's error LED is almest constantly I it. 
lmmediately wethink of above first byte problems, but hardwiring the mute setting, 
decading mode setting and sample frequency setting to the correct values does not 
solve the problem. Further inspeetion shows that the error code returned by the 
unpacker means a DIA error occurred. As this is the case for every audio unit 
received incorrectly, this is not helpful in finding the causing problem. Many units 
must arrive at the unpacker correctly however, because for tenths of seconds the 
music sounds correctly. 

Next is the possibility that the DMX is too slow and the audio unit is not ready in time 
for the AUI tosend it to the tm2au interface. We include OP debug instructions that 
do not cause task switches and look at the unit sizes the moment the AUI requests a 
new audio unit, but everything looks normaL At every 75 Hz interrupt the unit appears 
to be ready in the audio unit buffer. To have more exact information, weneed to 
know what data the unpacker actually receives. For this purpose, we use a byte 
grabber that samples bytes at an external clock rate and writes them to a file. lt can 
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not work at the system frequency clock of 16.9344 MHz, so we downscala the whole 
system by replacing the clock oscillators with two 1.544 MHz versions. The byte grab 
results in a large data file of bytes, with the signals we are interestad in buried in the 
separate data bits. To retrieve the information we use a small C program to parse 
this file as the unpacker would. A sample result shows the received unit lengths, 
whether the unit was received correctly by the unpacker or not, and the time codes: 

3011....,__ 
3618 35:37:25 
3673 
3693 
3474 

3513 
3498 
3515 
3556 
3589 

3534 
3650 Error! 
3668 

3569 
3570 
3690 

3690 35:37:48 
3581- 35:35:01 
3619 

3618 Error! 
3490 
3647 Error! 
3673 
3617 

3656 
3672 
3734 
3652 
3667 
3616 
3593 
3635 
3723 
3722 
3647 
3678 
3669 
3718 
3767 
3871 
3857 
3717 

3823 
3805 
3656 
3680 
3621 
3569 
3569 
3679 
3708 Error! 
3943 
3842 

Track data: 

• Track number 
• Playing time: 

3654 
3617 
3632 
3649 
3638 
3790 
3824 
3690 
3758 
3790 Error! 
3583 Error! 

• Number of audio units: 

Grabbed data: 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

Playing time: 
Number of audio units: 
1\Jumber of errors: 
Average errors/second: 
Longest run of correct units: 

3606 Error! 
3741 
3910 
3898 
3556 
3899 
3883 
3650 Error! 
3637 
3751 
3787 3741 35:35:51 

49 
35:35:00 - 35:44:7 4 

750 

35:37:25-37:48 and 35:35:01-35:35:51 
76 

8 
8 

22 (0.3 seconds) 

The grabbed data confirm the existence of strings of correctly received audio units, 
and the distribution of the errors in time shows no correlation to certain possibly time
critica! events in the SSM, as the block copy of the sector data from the host. Th is 
block copy only occurs once every 256 audio sectors, which is about 1.5 seconds. 
lmmediately we notice something strange during play; after time code 35:37:48, the 
track is restarted again, and the first unit (35:35:00} is missing. However, all unit 
lengths match those in the PSG data stream perfectly. 

The most probable cause of this behaviour is a problem with the wrapping of the 
pointers in the VBR buffer. We simply forgot totest it after we changed from direct file 
1/0 by the DMX to the host, and unfortunately time was not available to do so after 
discovering this. lt shows the importance of testing every section of a design 
separately, as mentioned earlier. Of course, a faulty VBR buffer still does not explain 
the existence of the erroneous sectors, and moreover, we played tracks of 6 minutes 
and more without any other audible problems than the hiccups in the sound. Further 
investigation of the VBR buffer is needed. 
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To get an impression of the workload the software SSM puts on TM1 000, we unhook 
the 75 Hz interrupt and let the SSM run tree. Audio units are not played, but 
demultiplexed at full speed. The result is a playing time of 25% of reai-ti me, so we 
can conclude that TM1 000 has enough reserve to do some more tasks on the side. 
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6 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

6.1 Prototypi ng 

In the process developing the software SSM, we eventually had toprogram an EPLD 
as well, so this created a good opportunity to compare both design methods in 
practice. 

Advantages of software irnplementation over hardware are: 

• greater flexibility in applications 
• taster redesign 
• shorter learning curve 
• easy interfacing to standard components 

Advantages of hardware implementation over software are: 

• greater flexibility in custom interfacing 
• better reai-time behaviour 
• better guarantees tor processing speed and latency 

Being a multimedia processor, TM1 000 is naturally suited tor the processing of audio 
and video signals, and has its interfaces adapted tor these. General-purpose 
interfacing is a more ditticuit problem, and is limited to capturing bytes in a buffer or 
transferring bytes out of a buffer. The data clock can be internally generated or 
externally applied. High-speed serial interfacing is impossible without external 
hardware, and general-purpose data 110 pins are absent. Only 1 general-purpose 
interrupt pin is available, besides the 4 PCI-bus interrupt pins. 

Once the data are in main memory, TM1 000 can do a lot with it. lts DSPCPU is ideal 
tor implementing complex algorithms, which is hard to do on programmabie 
hardware. The latter would also need specially written software, so a part of its 
advantage would be gone. This is of course true tor the other situation as well, where 
the DSP needs specially designed hardware to do complex interfacing. 

A prototype system always is a trade-off between hardware and software, they both 
need each other. The process of deciding on what part of the system to implement in 
what way is called co-design. A guideline tor when to use which is: 

Use general-purpose processor tor: 

• Complex algorithms 
• Host control needed 
• Combining smaller applications 

Use programmabie hardware tor: 

• Complex I custom interfacing 
• Stand alone applications 
• Very high speed needed 
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Of course, when the system has a combination of characteristics from bath groups, 
we can implement it with a combination of the processor and special hardware. An 
important aspect of prototyping is that eventually a translation to a real product must 
be made. lt is fairly straightforward to integrate the different programmabie hardware 
modules into an IC. However, this is nat true for the general-purpose processor 
application, which would have to be almast completely redesigned. We conclude that 
prototyping of hardware on a general-purpose processor is only useful, when the 
benefits of taster development and greater flexibility outweigh the disadvantage of 
the extra work that has to be done when the design has to be integrated into the final 
product. 

6.2 SSM application 

The software SSM is an example of the combination of a processor and additional 
hardware. When playing audio units from a buffer in main memory, the SSM 
implementation works fine. In the case of reai-time playing from a disc, the music 
sounds correct for periods of only a few tenths of a second, and contains a lot of 
hiccups. The probable cause of that is a faulty VBR buffer, which we still are 
investigating at the moment this report is finished. The workload of the SSM
application on TM1 000 is a bout 25%, so in this case TM1 000 is fast enough to 
replace programmabie hardware. 

6.3 Recommendations 

The mapping of hardware functionality on TM1 000 certainly shows potential. As we 
have seen, TM1 OOO's bottleneck is its interfacing to other hardware. Philips 
Semiconductors realised this, and al ready announced the successar TM11 00, but 
only sample versions of it are available at this moment. TM11 00 has a General 
Purpose Interface (GPI), which offers two separate low and high bandwidth 
interfaces for aff-ehip communication with an external coprocessor. 

The low-bandwidth interface allows TM11 00 to write and read MMIO registers in the 
coprocessor. lt uses an 8-bit transmission scheme. The high-bandwidth interface 
provides an interface for the coprocessor to read and write to SDRAM at an intended 
minimum sustained bandwidth of 60 MB/s. lt uses a 16-bit parallel interface with 
multiplexed data and address lines. 

GPI offers an impravement over the interfacing capabilities of TM1 000, but it shows 
that additional hardware will always be needed when we want to implement a 
complex interfacing protocol. lt should be considered for future use in prototyping. 
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